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Two families of models of rotating relativistic disks based on Taub-NUT and Kerr metrics are constructed
using the well-known ‘‘displace, cut and reflect’’ method. We find that for disks built from a generic stationary
axially symmetric metric the ‘‘sound velocity’’ (pressure/density)1/2 is equal to the geometric mean of the
prograde and retrograde geodesic circular velocities of test particles moving on the disk. We also find that for
generic disks we can have zones with heat flow. For the two families of models studied the boundaries that
separate the zones with and without heat flow are not stable against radial perturbations~ring formation!.




















































Axially symmetric solutions of Einstein field equation
corresponding to disklike configurations of matter are
great astrophysical interest and have been extensively s
ied. These solutions can be static or stationary and with
without radial pressure. Solutions for static disks without
dial pressure were first studied by Bonnor and Sackfield@1#,
Morgan and Morgan@2#, with radial pressure by Morgan an
Morgan @3#, and, in connection with gravitational collaps
by Chamorro, Gregory and Stewart@4#. Disks with radial
tension have been recently considered in@5#. Also models of
disks with electric fields@6#, magnetic fields@7#, and both
magnetic and electric fields have been introduced rece
@8#. Using a solitonic technique Neugebauer and Mei
found solutions representig rigidly rotating disks of dust@9#.
Several classes of exact solutions of the Einstein field eq
tions that represent disks were obtained by different auth
@10–18#.
The stability of static models with no radial pressure c
be explained by either assuming the existence of h
stresses or that the particles on the disk plane move unde
action of their own gravitational field in such a way that
many particles move clockwise as counterclockwise. T
last interpretation is frequently made since it can be invo
to mimic true rotational effects. Even though this interpre
tion can be seen as a device, there is observational evid
of disks made of streams of rotating and counterrotating m
ter @19#.
For disks without tension, i.e., the usual fluid disks, t
rotation is a necessary ingredient to have stability. Despite
relevance the literature on exact relavistic disks solution
the Einstein field equations is scarce; we only found a d
cussion of a rotating disk as a source of the Kerr metric@20#.
The aim of this work is to study models of rotating rel
tivistic disks in some detail. The models are based in Ta
NUT ~Newman-Unti-Tamburino! and Kerr metrics, which
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are some of the simplest axially symmetric stationary so
tions of the vacuum Einstein equations@21#. To construct the
disk solutions we use the well-known ‘‘displace, cut a
reflect’’ method.
We find that for disks built from a generic stationary ax
ally symmetric metric the ‘‘sound velocity’’
(pressure/density)1/2 is equal to the geometric mean of th
prograde and retrograde geodesic circular velocities of a
particle moving on the disk. We also found that the gene
disk may have zones with heat flow. For the two families
models studied the boundaries that separate the zones
and without heat flow are not stable against radial pertur
tions ~ring formation!.
In Sec. II we study the generation of a disk model usi
the ‘‘displace, cut and reflect’’ method from a vacuum so
tion of the Einstein field equations for a stationary axia
symmetric metric. In particular, we study the general form
the associated energy-momentum tensor, disk velocity,
angular momentum. In the next section, Sec. III, we disc
the relation between the geodesic circular velocities on
disk and the pressure and density. In Sec. IV a class of m
els of rotating disks based on the Taub-NUT metric is p
sented. In particular, we study the apparition of heat flow a
stability against radial perturbations. In Sec. V, another cl
of models of rotating disks is presented, this time based
the Kerr metric. Also the stability against radial perturbati
is considered. The material presented here is complemen
to the work of Ref.@20#. In the last section, Sec. VI, we
summarize our main results and make some comments.
II. ROTATING RELATIVISTIC DISKS
In this section we present a summary of the main qua
ties associated to the disk; we follow closely our referen
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1A,zz14~F ,rA,r1F ,zA,z!50, ~2b!





~A,r2 2A,z2 !, ~2c!




Now if the first derivatives of the metric tensor are n
continuous on the planez50 with discontinuity functions,
bab5gab,zuz5012gab,zuz502 ,
the Einstein equations yield an energy-momentum ten
~EMT! Tab5Qabd(z), whered(z) is the usual Dirac func-













is the distributional energy-momentum tensor. The ‘‘tru
surface energy-momentum tensor of the disk can be wri
asSab5e
L2FQab .
For the metric~1! we obtain
S0052e
3F2L@2F ,z2L ,z#, ~3a!
S015e
3F2L@4AF ,z22AL ,z1A,z# ~3b!
S1152e
3F2L@~r 2e24F2A 2!L ,z12A 2F ,z1AA,z# ~3c!
where all the quantities are evaluated atz501.





























whereN0 andN1 are normalization factors, and






D5H ~l12S11!/S01 , D>0,0, D<0. ~11!
The energy density, the azimuthal pressure, and the
flow function are, respectively,
s5H 2l2 , D>0,
2T/2, D<0,
~12!
P5H l1 , D>0,T/2, D<0, ~13!
K5H 0, D>0,A2D/2, D<0. ~14!
The orthonormal basis$Va,Wa,Xa,Ya% is comoving with
the disk. Thus the timelike vectorVa will define the velocity











is the tangential velocity of the disk.
The specific angular momentum of a particle of the di












ROTATING RELATIVISTIC THIN DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 064025FIG. 1. We plotD̃ for Taub-
NUT disks with k51.7 and p
50.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1 a
functions ofr̃ 5r /a. Next we plot
D̃ for Taub-NUT disks with p
50.8 andk52, 2.6, 3.2, 3.8, and
4.4 as functions ofr̃ 5r /a. Note
that D is not positive definite and

















For h.0, we have stability when the specific angular m
mentum is an increasing function ofr. This criterion is an
extension of Rayleigh criteria of stability of a fluid at rest
a gravitational field; see, for instance,@22#.
III. COUNTERROTATING MODEL
In this section we analyze the model of disks made
particles moving in opposite directions. When the discrim
nantD is positive there is not heat flow. Furthermore, wh
P.0 an observer comoving with the disks can consider
energy-momentum tensor as representing two streams of
lisionless particles that circulate in opposite directions.
Let ua5(u0,u1,0,0)5u0(1,v,0,0) be thevelocity vec-
tor of the stream. The angular velocityv can be obtained












Therefore, in general, the two streams circulate with differ
velocities.
We can compute the tangential velocity of the streams



























FIG. 2. First we plots̃ and P̃
~scaled by a factor of 10) for
Taub-NUT disks withk51.4 and
p51, 0.8, and 0.6 as functions o
r̃ 5r /m. Next we plot s̃ and P̃
~scaled by a factor of 10! for a
Taub-NUT disk withk51.7 and
p51, 0.8, and 0.6 as functions o
r̃ 5r /m. Here P̃ presents a nons
mooth behavior atr̃ 5 r̃ 0, wherein
the heat flow begins.5-3
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51.4 ~upper curves! and k51.7
~lower curves!, with p50.8 and
0.6 as functions ofr̃ . Next we plot
s̃, P̃ and K̃ for k51.1 and p








2 U . ~27!





Using the Einstein equations~2a!–~2d! and the expression





Also, using the metric~1! we get
B522r . ~31!









In other words, for disks built from a generic stationa
axially symmetric metrics the ‘‘sound velocity’’ (P/s)1/2 is
equal to the geometric mean of the prograde and retrog
geodesic circular velocities of a test particle moving on
disk.
IV. TAUB-NUT DISKS
The simplest stationary axially symmetric solution of t
Einstein equations is the Taub-NUT solution that can
















FIG. 4. We plot the tangentia
disk velocity V with p50.8 and
k51.1, 1.4, 1.7, and 2 as func
tions of r̃ . Next we plot, for the
same values ofp and k, the disk
angular momentum2h ~sharp
curves! and the stream angula
momentah1 ~top curve from the
left! and2h2 ~scaled by a factor
of 15! for p50.8 andk51.1 as
functions of r̃ .5-4
f
ROTATING RELATIVISTIC THIN DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 064025FIG. 5. We showU1 , U2 ,
U1U2 , and P/s ~solid circles!
for k51.1 and p50.8 as func-
tions of r̃ . Next we plot theP/s
relation fork51.4 ~upper curves!
and k51.7 ~lower curves!, with















where p5m/a, q5 l /a, with a25m21 l 2, so thatp21q2
51. Here m and l are the mass and the NUT paramet
respectively.x and y are the prolate spheroidal coordinate
given by
2ax5Ar 21~z1b1a!21Ar 21~z1b2a!2, ~35a!
2ay5Ar 21~z1b1a!22Ar 21~z1b2a!2, ~35b!
with b.a.0. Note that we have displaced the origin of t
z axis in b. From the above expressions we can compute
trace~T! and discriminant~D! of the energy-momentum ten
sor. We foundT̃5aT and D̃5a2D, with
T̃52
4ȳ@ ȳ2~2x̄313px̄22p!1 x̄~px̄323px̄22!#
@~ x̄22 ȳ2!~ x̄212px̄11!#3/2
~36a!
D̃5
16@ ȳ2~px̄212x̄1p!22q2x̄2~ x̄221!~12 ȳ2!#
~ x̄22 ȳ2!~ x̄212px̄11!3
.
~36b!
x̄ and ȳ are given by
2x̄5Ar̃ 21~k11!21Ar̃ 21~k21!2, ~37a!
2ȳ5Ar̃ 21~k11!22Ar̃ 21~k21!2, ~37b!06402,
,
e
where r̃ 5r /a andk5b/a.
Even though we have an exact solution and all the
evant quantities of the disk can be explicitly computed,
resulting expressions are cumbersome and not very illu
nating; the adoption of the graphic method is more adequ
in this case. The first quantity to be considered is the d
criminant D, which will give us the canonical form of the
EMT.
In Fig. 1 we showD̃ for Taub-NUT disks with different
values ofp andk. First we plotD̃ for disks withk51.7 and
p50.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1. Then we plotD̃ for disks with
p50.8 andk52, 2.6, 3.2, 3.8, and 4.4. We also computedD̃
for many other values ofp andk. We found that in all the
cases whenpÞ1, D is not positive definite and it has onl
one rootr̃ 0.0. Therefore the Taub-NUT disks always ha
heat flow beginning atr̃ 5 r̃ 0.
In Fig 2 we depict the densitys̃5as and the pressure
P̃5aP for Taub-NUT disks with different values ofp and
k. First we plot s̃ and P̃ ~scaled by a factor of 10! for
Taub-NUT disks withk51.4 andp51, 0.8, and 0.6 as func
tions of r̃ 5r /m. Then we plots̃ andP̃ ~scaled by a factor of
10! for Taub-NUT disks withk51.7 andp51, 0.8, and 0.6
as functions ofr̃ 5r /m. We also computeds̃ andP̃ for many
other values ofp andk; in all the cases, we obtain a simila
behavior. The densitys̃ is always positive,s̃.0, whereasFIG. 6. The discriminantD̃ as-
sociated with the Kerr disks with
k51.5 is plotted forp51, 0.9,
0.8, 0.6, and 0.3. Next we showD̃
for disks with p50.8 and k
51.7, 2, 2.3, 2.9, and 3.8. Note
that D̃ is not positive defined.5-5
f
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~scaled by a factor of 100) for
Kerr disks with p50.9 and k
52.4, 2.5, and 3 as functions o
r̃ 5r /m. Next we plot s̃ and P̃
~scaled by a factor of 10) for disks













owthe pressure becomes negative~t nsion! for a value of r̃
, r̃ 0. We can also see thats̃ and P̃ present a nonsmoot
behavior atr̃ 5 r̃ 0. For r̃ . r̃ 0 we have heat flow.
The heat flow functionK̃5aK is represented in Fig. 3
We plot K̃ for k51.4 ~upper two curves! andk51.7 ~lower
two curves!, with p50.8 and 0.6 as functions ofr̃ . Also in
Fig. 3, in order to see the change of behavior ofs̃ and P̃ at
r̃ 5 r̃ 0 and the relation betweens̃ andK̃, we plots̃, P̃, andK̃
for k51.1 andp50.8 in the interval 2.5< r̃<3. We can see
that K̃.s̃ for r̃> r̃ 1. r̃ 0. Thus, there is no causal propag
tion of heat forr̃ . r̃ 1.
In Fig. 4 we show the tangential disk velocityV and the
disk angular momentumh for Taub-NUT disks withp50.8
and k51.1, 1.4, 1.7, and 2, as functions ofr̃ . We see that
there is a strong change in the slope ofV andh at r̃ 5 r̃ 0. That
means that there is a strong instability at this value ofr̃ . We
also show the stream angular momentah1 andh2 in order
to compare with the counterrotating model. We also fou
instability, but in a different place. We computed alsoV and
h for a wide range of the parametersp and k, we found
always the same behavior.
In order to compare the counterrotating model of the d
with the true disk rotation, we plot in Fig. 5 the tangent
velocities of the counterrotating streams,U1 ~top! andU2 ,
and the productU1U2 ~bottom solid line! and the P/s
~solid circles! for k51.1 andp50.8, as functions ofr̃ . We
can see the exact matching of the two curves,U1U2 and
P/s, in perfect agreement with Eq.~33!. Also in Fig. 5, in06402d
k
l
order to show the behavior of the counterrotating model
the different disks models, we plot theP/s relation for k
51.4 ~upper curves! andk51.7 ~lower curves!, with p51,
0.8, and 0.6 as functions ofr̃ .
V. KERR DISKS
In this section we use the ‘‘displace, cut, and reflec
method to built disk solutions using the Kerr solution, whi














p F ~12y2!~px11!p2x21q2y221 G , ~38c!
wherep5a/m, q5a/m, with a25m22a2, so thatp21q2
51. Here m and a are the mass and the Kerr paramet
respectively.x andy are, again, the prolate spheroidal coo
dinates, given by Eqs.~35a! and ~35b!.
With the above expressions we can compute the trace
the discriminant of the energy-momentum tensor, which n
can be written asT̃5mT and D̃5m2D, withT̃5
4x̄ȳ~ x̄221!~12 ȳ2!
p~ x̄22 ȳ2!2~p2x̄21q2ȳ221!
22ȳH 2q2x̄~px̄11!~12 ȳ2!1p~ x̄221!@~px̄11!22q2ȳ2#
p~ x̄22 ȳ2!~p2x̄21q2ȳ221!@~px̄11!21q2ȳ2#
J , ~39a!
D̃54ȳ2H 2q2x̄~px̄11!~12 ȳ2!1p~ x̄221!@~px̄11!22q2ȳ2#
p~ x̄22 ȳ2!~p2x̄21q2ȳ221!@~px̄11!21q2ȳ2#




ROTATING RELATIVISTIC THIN DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 064025FIG. 8. We plotV for p50.8
with k52.5 ~top curve! and p
50.9 withk52.4, 2.5, and 3~fol-
lowing three curves!. Next we plot
the disk angular momentumh for













wherex̄ and ȳ are given by
2px̄5Ar̃ 21~k1p!21Ar̃ 21~k2p!2, ~40a!
2pȳ5Ar̃ 21~k1p!22Ar̃ 21~k2p!2, ~40b!
where r̃ 5r /m andk5b/m.
In Fig. 6 we showD̃ for Kerr disks with different values
of p and k. We first plot D̃ for disks with k51.5 andp
51, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6, and 0.3. Then we showD̃ for disks with
p50.8 andk51.7, 2, 2.3, 2.9, and 3.8. We also computedD̃
for different values ofp andk; we find that for some value
of p and k, D̃.0 everywhere on the disk, whereas for t
complementary caseD̃ has two roots, 0, r̃ 1, r̃ 2, so thatD̃
,0 when 0, r̃ 1, r̃ 2. Accordingly we have two kinds o
Kerr disks, ones with heat flow in an annular region (0, r̃ 1
, r̃ 2) and others without heat flow.
We first analyze some cases when there is no heat flow
Fig. 7 we show the densitys̃5ms and the pressureP̃
5mP for these Kerr disks. First we plots̃ and P̃ ~scaled by
a factor 100! for a disk withp50.9 andk52.4, 2.5, and 3 as
functions of r̃ 5r /m. Then we plots̃ and P̃ ~scaled by a
factor of 10! for disks with k52.5 andp51, 0.9, and 0.8.
We also computeds̃ and P̃ for a variety of p and k; we06402In
found a similar behavior. The densitys̃ is positive definite
everywhere on the disk, falling to zero at infinity. There a
values ofp andk such that the pressureP̃ is positive defi-
nite, also falling to zero at infinity, whereas in other cases
pressureP̃ is negative~tension! at the central region of the
disks becoming positive for a valuer̃ 0.0, then falling to
zero at infinity.
The rotational motion of these disks models is shown
Fig. 8. We first plotV for p50.9 withk52.4, 2.5, and 3 and
for p50.8 with k52.5 ~top curve! and then we plot the disk
angular momentumh for the same values ofp andk. We can
see that the disk velocity increases initially and then falls
zero at infinity and always is less than the light veloci
Also we see that the disk angular momentum is an increa
monotonic function ofr̃ . Thus these disks models are stab
Finally, we analyze a Kerr disk with heat flow, withp
50.9 andk51.5. In Fig. 9 we shows̃, P̃, andK̃ for these
values ofp and k. We see that the densitys̃ is positive
definite everywhere on the disk, falling to zero at infinit
and that presents a change of slope at the values ofr̃ when
D̃50, r̃ 1, and r̃ 2. The pressureP̃ is negative at the centra
region of the disk, becoming positive for a value ofr̃ . r̃ 2.
Also, P̃ presents a change of slope atr̃ 1 and r̃ 2. The heat
flow function K̃ increases rapidly and becomes larger thans̃FIG. 9. We plot the densitys̃,
the pressure,P̃, and the heat func-
tion function K for a Kerr disk
with p50.9 andk51.5 as func-
tions of r̃ 5r /m. Next, for the
same values ofp and k, we plot
the disk angular momentumh and
the stream angular momentah1


























GUILLERMO A. GONZÁLEZ AND PATRICIO S. LETELIER PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 064025for a value ofr̃ . r̃ 1 ; K̃ falls to zero, becoming less thans̃
for a value of r̃ , r̃ 2. So there is no causal propagation
heat on this region of the disk.
We also plot in Fig. 9 the disk angular momentumh. We
see that the angular momentum presents two instabilitie
the values ofr̃ whenD̃50, r̃ 1, and r̃ 2, and so the region o
the disk where there is heat flow is highly instable. In ord
to see that these instabilities are present also in the cou
rotating model, we plot also the stream angular momentah1
andh2 ~scaled by a factor of 20!. We analyzed several othe
cases of Kerr disks with heat flow; we found the same
havior.
VI. DISCUSSION
We presented two families of rotating disks based on
Taub-NUT and Kerr solutions. For the first family we fin
that the presence of heat flow is a generic property of th
models; also generic is the radial instability produced by t
flow. For the second family we find two subclasses, one w












trated in an annular region that is highly instable.
The relation found between the geodesic circular velo
ties and the ‘‘speed of sound’’ found is a generalization
the stationary case of the corresponding relation found
Morgan and Morgan@3#, which is the base of the counterro
tating model.
The inclusion of current in the rotating models to have
rotating ‘‘hot’’ disk such as the ones studied in@7# is under
consideration. The rotation adds mass to the otherwise m
less charges. These models are quite nontrivial. Also,
inclusion of radial pressure or tension is being considere
Finally, we want to mention that all the computation
this work was performed using the algebraic programm
systemREDUCE @23#.
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